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The Digital Bar Concept For A New Generation
Bavarian beerhalls permanently reserve one exclusive table—a “Stamm” table— for insiders
and friends. At StammBar, ALL guests are “Stamm” guests. We have created a welcoming
environment, simple and accessible to all but with the interactivity to engage a new
generation of customers.
GUESTS POUR THEIR OWN

StammBar service is always as YOU like it, because guests pour their own—no waiting, no
hassle.Guests load credit on their electronic key, the iButton, pay only for what they pour
and recharge as desired. Keep your iButton for the next visit or return it for a refund of the
remaining credit.
PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE

We have developed proprietary software and hardware for our self-pour draft beverage
system, including a fully integrated self-service checkout desk, cash register, and database
for full financial monitoring and control (sales, costs, and inventory).
A PROVEN CONCEPT

In July 2014, we opened our prototype StammBar with a 12 tap BeerWall in the university
district of Munich, Germany to prove the concept. Despite several limiting factors— including
a guest area of only 50 m2(538 ft2), a rental lease restricting opening hours, and minimal
outdoor guest area— the StammBar model has proven successful beyond doubt1:
−
−
−

45,743 iButtons loaded with credit by guests
13,099 iButtons retained by guests for future StammBar visits
123,576 liters (348,217 US 12 oz.pints) of beer poured— that’s an average of
29,976 liters (84,468 pints) poured per year from a 50 m2(538 ft2) bar!!!

STAMMBAR’S CORE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

At its core, StammBar’s competitive advantage rests on 2 fundamental principles:
1. On the revenue side, there’s something about pouring your own which inspires a “just one
more” mentality. Our numbers prove it.
2. On the cost side, because guests serve themselves, StammBar can be run with minimal
staff. Currently 2 employees can manage a big night.
But we are not content to merely rest on the core fundamental advantages of the StammBar
model and are currently developing approaches to maximize profitability. Take a look at the
sidebar for an overview of the levers we’re focusing on.

STAMMBAR’S NEXT STEP…
After 5 years refining our concept, we are ready to make StammBar go viral.

OUR GOAL

Grow StammBar into an international sensation

While people of all generations and backgrounds rave over StammBar, sustainable success
demands the flexibility to continually draw a new generation of customers. Today’s university
students will travel far and wide during their lifetimes. We want StammBar to accompany them on
their travels.
To start, we want to build StammBars in target university towns, first regionally, then nationally, and
finally internationally. Guests who retain their iButton can use their credit in ANY StammBar.
We currently wish to raise investment capital to start our regional expansion and further prove our
model in 5-10 locations in Munich and neighboring cities. Profits from these new StammBars will be
re-invested to continue the expansion. Our ultimate goal is for StammBar to become a publicly listed
and traded company.

1 - Statistics as of 02 Feb 2019

www.stammbar.com

HOW WE PLAN TO MAXIMIZE
STAMMBAR PROFITABILITY
So far we have proven the concept with
a prototype bar, but we see potential
profitability of >20% (revenue over cost)
through active management. Some
ideas we’re working on include:
− Extend the product offering.
Include wine in our self-pour system
and sell cocktails—something for
everyone.
− Enhance the interface with
personalized statistics, games,
rewards, and online access.
− Increase process efficiency to
keep HR costs to a minimum, i.e.
online iButton charging.
− Location, location, location. Our
prototype StammBar has significant
limitations. We know what we’re
looking for in our next locations.
− Fully utilize our data for active
price management to start. But
could we be sitting on a wealth of
market information (Big Data)?
− Reduce underlying product
costs. More locations means more
leverage with distributors.
The possibilities are extensive

If you are interested in
investing in StammBar’s
expansion or would like more
information, please email us at

investor@stammbar.com
We value your trust!

